Bay Filly


1st dam
LIMBO, by A.P. Indy. Placed at 3, 9,604 euro in France. Total: $10,271. Dam of 9 foals of racing age, including a 2-year-old of 2017, seven to race, all winners, including--


BACK FORTY (g. by Speightstown). 8 wins, 4 to 7, $271,947, Damitrius S. (DEL, $30,000).

Grandmas’ Girl (f. by Miesque’s Son). 2 wins, $69,370. Dam of--

SongsToational (c. by Unbridled’s Song). 3 wins at 4 and 5, $182,298, 2nd More Than Ready Mile S. [L] (KD, $79,600), etc.

2nd dam
NORTHERNETTE, by Northern Dancer. 13 wins, 2 to 4, $404,914, champion twice, Top Flight H.-G1, etc. Sister to STORM BIRD (champion in England and Ireland, sire), Northern State [G2]; South Sea Dancer (dam of SIGNAL TAP, $429,108), half-sister to OCEAN'S ANSWER (granddam of GREEN TUNE [G1], hwt at 7-9 fur; PAS DE REPONSE [G1], European champion; DIDYME [G2], etc.), LET'S GO SOUTH, Stormette (dam of STORM TROOPER [G1], $574,251 in N.A./U.S.; MARILLETTE [G3], etc.). Dam of 8 winners, including--


SCOOT (f. by Mr. Prospector). 5 wins, $153,940, Flower Bowl H. [G1], etc. Dam of Sakiyah (f. by Secretariat), Tayasu Valencia (Total: $419,999), etc. Granddam of INDIVIDUAL DANCE [G3] (f. by Dance Brightly), etc.


Midnight Oasis. Winner in France. Dam of TOSHO KNIGHT (c. by Timber Country) 6 wins, 355,364,000 yen in Japan, Total: $3,265,340.


Breeders’ Cup nominated.

KTDF.
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